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This study presents an efficient representation of macroscopic magnetization process based on the
bifurcation property of mesoscopic two-domain magnetic particles. The macroscopic magnetization
model, called the assembled domain structure model (ADSM), is constructed by assembling meso-
scopic particles. Bifurcation is discussed of the two-domain state from the single-domain state in the
unit mesoscopic particle in the ADSM. Based on this state bifurcation, a procedure to switch the mac-
roscopic magnetization-state transition in the ADSM is developed, which dramatically reduces com-
putation times in macroscopic magnetization simulations.VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4918637]
I. INTRODUCTION
Macroscopic magnetic properties of iron-core materials
are governed by multiscale magnetization processes such as
microscopic domain-wall motion and mesoscopic domain-
structure transition. To construct a physical macroscopic
magnetization model, several energy-based multiscale
approaches have been proposed. Taking account of the mag-
netoelastic effect and assuming the magnetic-domain equi-
librium based on the probability function,1 Ref. 2 has
succeeded in reconstructing anhysteretic magnetic and
magneto-mechanical properties of grain-oriented silicon
steel. In Ref. 3, using a local energy minimization approach,
an assembly of mesoscopic two-domain magnetic particles
represents the macroscopic hysteretic behavior of a magnetic
sheet.
However, these multiscale approaches often require
long computational times. The former model has large com-
putational complexity in handling stress-dependent crystal-
grain behavior. The latter, here called the assembled
domain-structure model (ADSM), exhibits inefficiencies in
calculating the minimum local energy causing slow conver-
gence to/escape from equilibrium points during the transition
of magnetization states such as in magnetization reversal.
This study presents an efficient procedure to accelerate
calculations of the magnetization-state transition. The proce-
dure is based on the bifurcation property of two-domain
magnetic particles. First, the bifurcation of the two-domain
state from the single-domain state in the unit particle in the
ADSM is discussed. Based on the bifurcation property
above, the switching procedure for the magnetization-state
transition in the ADSM is developed.
II. DOMAIN STRUCTURE MODEL
A. Simplified domain structure model (SDSM)
This paper uses the SDSM4,5 having two domains as in
Fig. 1(a), labeled i¼ 1, 2, each having uniform magnetiza-
tion. The normalized magnetization vectors in the domains
are labeled mðiÞ ¼ ðsin hi cos/i; sin hi sin/i; cos hiÞ. The
magnetization state of the SDSM is represented by the state
vector X ¼ ðh1;/1; h2;/2; kÞ, where k is the volume ratio of
domain 1. The total magnetic energy to be minimized is nor-
malized by the crystalline anisotropy energy. The normalized
total magnetic energy, e, is given as
e ¼ eap þ ean þ ew þ est; (1)
where eap is the Zeeman energy, ean is the crystalline aniso-
tropic energy, ew is the domain-wall energy, and est is the
magnetostatic energy. The normalized crystalline anisotropic
energy is given as
ean ¼ kfanðh1;/1Þ þ ð1 kÞfanðh2;/2Þ; (2)
where fan represents the angular dependence. The Zeeman
energy associated with the normalized applied field,
h ¼ hðcos/ap; sin/apÞ, is given as
eap ¼ 2h  ½km1 þ ð1 kÞm2; (3)
where h ¼ Hap=ðjMSÞ; Hap is the magnitude of the applied
magnetic field, MS is the magnitude of the spontaneous mag-
netization, j ¼ 2K=ðl0M2SÞ, and K is the anisotropy constant.
A simple Bloch wall model gives the domain-wall energy as
FIG. 1. 1D alignment of cells.
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ew ¼ wð1m1 m2Þ=2; (4)




, D is the width of the two
domains, and A is the exchange stiffness constant. The
SDSM assumes that the demagnetizing field is uniformly
given by the multiplication of the demagnetizing factors and
the average magnetization. The magnetostatic energy is
given as
est ¼ sxm2x þ sym2y þ szm2z ; (5)
where ðmx;my;mzÞ ¼ m ¼ km1 þ ð1 kÞm2, sx ¼ kx=j; sy
¼ ky=j, and sz ¼ kz=j; kx, ky, and kz are the demagnetizing
factors.
The necessary condition for the total energy to be mini-
mized locally is given by @e=@X ¼ 0. In Refs. 4 and 5, the
magnetization state is determined by the direct solution of
this equation, either numerically or analytically. In Ref. 3, a
local energy minimum is obtained by the temporal integra-
tion of the following artificial state equation integrated up to








where bY is the dissipation term, and b is the dissipation
coefficient.
B. Bifurcation property in SDSM
For simplicity, an in-plate rotation of the magnetization
vectors is assumed where h1 and h2 are fixed to p=2 and /1
and /2 are the rotating variables.
The solution satisfying /1 ¼ /2 means the single-
domain state, where @e=@X ¼ 0 requires
@fan /ð Þ
@/
þ 2h sin / /ap
 þ sy  sxð Þsin 2/ ¼ 0: (7)
This subsection assumes that /ap is fixed and discusses
the bifurcation resulting from the variation in h. When
h !1, a stable solution /1 ¼ /2 ¼ /ap exists, which loses
stability when h becomes small.
The stability of the solution is evaluated using the eigen-




kF  C C 0










þ 2h cos / /ap
 þ 2 sy  sxð Þcos 2/;
C ¼ kð1 kÞ½sx þ sy þ ðsy  sxÞ cos 2/  w=2: (9)
One eigenvalue of @2e=@X2 is obviously zero, which implies
that k does not affect the single domain solution. The solu-
tion of (7) is stable if the other two eigenvalues are positive.
A bifurcation occurs when a second eigenvalue becomes 0,
which implies
F ¼ sx þ sy þ sy  sxð Þcos 2/ w
2k 1 kð Þ or 0: (10)
Equation (10) implies
h ¼ hSðkÞ or hs; (11)
where




 sy  sxð Þcos 2/þ sx þ sy  w
2k 1 kð Þ





þ 2 sy  sxð Þcos 2/
2 cos / /ap
  : (12)
Consequently, the single-domain solution is stable when
h  maxðhSðkÞ; hsÞ: (13)
Whereas hs does not depend on k, the maximal hSðkÞ occurs
when k ¼ 1=2 giving value hSð1=2Þ for which the solution
can become unstable. For h ¼ hs, the eigenvector for the
zero eigenvalue is ðD/;D/; 0Þ, corresponding to the bifurca-
tion of an unstable solution of the coherent rotation with
/1 ¼ /2. For h ¼ hSð1=2Þ, the eigenvector for the zero
eigenvalue is ðD/;D/; 0Þ, corresponding to the bifurcation
of a two-domain solution with /1 6¼ /2.
Therefore, the transition from the single-domain solu-
tion can be checked using the eigenvalues of @2e=@X2 with
k ¼ 1=2.
The transition from a two-domain to a single-domain so-
lution can be accelerated also by checking the eigenvalues of
@2e=@X2 as addressed in Sec. III B.
III. ASSEMBLYOF SDSMs
A. Assembled domain structure model
The macroscopic magnetization model is constructed
from an assembly of SDSMs, which is called the ADSM
hereafter. Each SDSM composing the ADSM is called a cell.
The Zeeman energy, the anisotropic energy, and the domain-
wall energy of cells are independently summed up to obtain
the energy components of the ADSM. The exchange interac-
tion between the cells is not taken into account.
The demagnetization field is given by the summation of
the dipole field generated by the average magnetization of
every cell. The demagnetization field computation results in
the convolution of demagnetization coefficient matrices and





sði  i0Þmði0Þ; (14)
where hst is the normalized demagnetization field, i and i
0
are cell indexes, sði  i0Þ is the normalized demagnetizing
coefficient matrix between the cells i and i0, and mðiÞ is the
normalized magnetization of the cell i.
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The state variable vector X consists of XðiÞ ði ¼ 1; :::Þ in
each cell. A local energy minimum point is obtained by solv-
ing Eq. (6).
B. Assembled domain structure switching model
(ADSSM)
The macroscopic magnetization reversal in the ADSM
is represented by the sequence of magnetization reversals of
each unit cell. However, the transient process required to
reach an equilibrium point of Eq. (6) may take a long time.
From the bifurcation behavior outline above, this subsection
develops a method to accelerate the magnetization state tran-
sition by switching the magnetization states of the unit cells
discontinuously one by one, hereafter referred to as the
ADSSM.
The ADSSM has the same energy components as the
ADSM. The demagnetizing field hst in a cell is divided into
two components hstin and hstex that are generated by the cell
itself and by the other cells, respectively. They are given as




sði  i0Þmði0Þ: (16)
By including hstex into the applied field, bifurcation can be
applied to each cell where diagðsx; sy; szÞ ¼ sð0Þ. The applied
magnetic field h ¼ hðcos/ap; sin/apÞ is replaced by the
effective applied magnetic field heff given as
heff ¼ hþ hstex: (17)
The unit cell has either the single domain or the two-
domain state. If the i-th cell has the single-domain state, the
state vector XðiÞ satisfies Eq. (7). If /ap ¼ 0; XðiÞ is given as




















When /ap ¼ 0, the two-domain state is given as












where the crystalline easy axis is assumed along the x-
direction.
Alternating magnetization is obtained by changing the
applied field h step by step to find a corresponding equilib-
rium point, described as follows. For each cell, all eigenval-
ues of the Hessian matrix are calculated. If one of the
eigenvalues in a cell becomes negative, it is possibly that the
cell changes its magnetization state. Such cells are hereafter
referred to as possibly unstable cell, whereas cells having no
negative eigenvalue are called the stable cell. Among the
possibly unstable cells, the cell having the largest magnitude
among the negative eigenvalues is chosen as the most unsta-
ble cell to undergo the state transition. The equilibrium point
of the most unstable cell is searched by integrating the artifi-
cial state equation (6). The initial values of the state varia-
bles are set to a predicted equilibrium point such as given by
Eq. (18) for the transition from the single to two-domain
state and Eq. (19) for the reverse transition. In accordance
with the change of the effective applied field, the equilibrium
point of every stable cell is also corrected independently
from other cells. After the state transition of the most unsta-
ble cell, the demagnetizing field is recalculated and the pro-
cedure above is repeated until all cells attain their stable
equilibrium points.
IV. MAGNETIZATION ANALYSIS UNDER
ALTERNATING MAGNETIC FIELD
The cells aligned one-dimensionally, as in Fig. 1(b), are
magnetized along their longitudinal directions. The normal-
ized cell size is 1 1 0:1, where j ¼ 0:01, w¼ 0.01, and
sð0Þ ¼ diagð4:48; 4:48; 91:0Þ. For example, those normalized
FIG. 2. Simulation results of the ADSM and ADSSM with the number of
cells of (a) 1 and 4, (b) 8, and (c) 128.
FIG. 3. Magnetization states of 8 cells obtained by (a) the ADSSM at
h¼ 0.5, (b) the ADSSM at h¼ 0.15, and (c) the ADSM at h¼ 0.15.
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parameters are obtained from artificial material parameters
of l0MS ¼ 2:2 T, K ¼ 1:9 104 J/m4, A ¼ 1:2 1011 J/m,
D ¼ 105 m, and the cell size of D  D  0:1D. Fig. 2
shows the magnetization curves obtained by the ADSM and
ADSSM using 1, 4, 8, and 128 cells. The magnetization
curves obtained by the ADSSM coincide with those obtained
by the ADSM in the cases of 1 and 4 cells.
For 128 cells, however, the coercivity given by the
ADSM is larger than that obtained by the ADSSM. This sug-
gests that the ADSM sometimes fails to assess convergence
correctly and in error stops the time-integration of Eq. (6)
before escape from an unstable equilibrium point becomes
evident because the transient time is very long. Figure 3
illustrates the spatial distribution of magnetization states of 8
cells obtained by the ADSSM and ADSM. The comparison
of Fig. 3(b) with Fig. 3(c) shows that the ADSSM promotes
the transition from the single-domain state to the two-
domain state more strongly than the ADSM. As a result, the
ADSSM reconstructs the very small coercive force compared
with the anisotropy field that is often observed in soft mag-
netic materials.
Table I lists the computation time required by both mod-
els in obtaining the magnetization curve where the ADSSM
reduces the computation time to 1/73 of that consumed by
the ADSM for 128 cells.
For comparison, Fig. 4 shows the magnetization curves
yielded by the micromagnetic simulation solving the Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation, where the material parame-
ters correspond to those for the ADSM/ADSSM. The material
size of 4D  D  0:1D is divided into 128 32 1; 256
64 1, and 512 128 1 square prism cells. The time
integration of LLG equation is executed until the normalized
magnetization change j@m=@tj becomes less than 105 in all
the cells. The magnetization curves roughly agree with those
given by the ADSM/ADSSM.
Figure 5 shows the magnetization curves obtained by
the ADSSM where the sample size is fixed as
128D  D  0:1D, which is divided into 1, 16, 32, 64, and
128 cells along the longitudinal direction. In the cases of 1,
16, 32, and 64 cells, the shape anisotropy (sx < sy) in the unit
cell results in the large coercive force, which is similarly
obtained by the ADSM.
V. CONCLUSION
An efficient representation of macroscopic magnetiza-
tion is achieved by using the bifurcation of mesoscopic par-
ticles. By accelerating the change in the states of
magnetization, the proposed model reduces the computation
time to 1/73 of macroscopic models without acceleration.
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